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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted by many people that marriage is
the closest and· most important of all human alliances.
the union of two personalities.

It is

This union is not a gift

which is presented by fate to those who are lucky in love.
Furthermore, it is not conferred by the final words of the
marriage ceremony.

ThA vows and pronouncements of the cere-

mony are useless unless they are properly understood and accepted by the couple.

A successful marriage today requires

careful preparation.

All who.desire success in marriage have

a good chance of attaining it if they are prepared for their

task.1

In former generations individual choice and responsi-

bility didn't play such an important role.

There were certain

pressures which.are almost non-existent today.

Law, tradition,

religion, and social custom all helped to give permanence to
marriage.

The marriage relationship was rather clearly de-

fined in society.

Male domination was accepted by tradition

laeuben Hill, "The Best Preparation For Marriage,"
National Parent-Teacher, 47:4, January 1953.

2

and social pressure.

Adjustment was not something shared

equally by man and wife.
in America.

Life was also predominantly rural

Families were held together by innumerable bonds.

Many of these ties do not exist today.
live in urban and suburban areas.

The majority of people

This is an atomic age with

all the accompanying tensions and frustrations.

These condi-

tions contribute to unrest, and make it more difficult to
maintain a stable family life. 2 In view of these conditions,
it appears that careful preparation is needed for marriage.

Youth today are very desirous to receive competent help
in preparation for marriage.

They know that extensive re-

search has been done in this field.3
Alfred

c.

Kinsey, Wardell B. Pomeroy, and Clyde E. Mar-

tin made a detailed study of the Sexual Behavior In The Human
Male.

This is a' progress report from a case history study on

human sex behavior.

It presents data about sex which repre-

sents an accumulation of scientific fact.

This is completely

divorced from all questions of moral value and social custom.4
The data in this study are secured through first-hand interviews, and are limited to persons resident in the United

2Reuben Hill, .21!•

.£!! ••

p. 4.

)Judson T. and Mary Landist The Marriage Handbook, (New
York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 194BJ, J?• 12.
'+Kinsey, Pomeroy, and Martin, Sexual Behavior In The
Human Male, (Philadelphia: w. B. Saunders Company, l948f;
P• J.

States.

Approximately twelve thousand. persons contributed

histories to this study•

All kinds of· persons and all as-

pects of human sexual behavior are included in this study.
Many psychiatrists, physicians, and educators contributed •to

the study.5
Robert Latou Dickinson and Lura Beam collaborated in
presenting a medical study of sex adjustment in A Thousand
Marriages.

These are ·actual cases which occurred during .the

forty-seven years':· ·practice of a· ,physician.

They show the\interrelation of.sex experience and
pelvic disease, combining detailed ,observation of
genital anatomy and listening:,and questioning upon
the intimate life. Copious da~a of)medical 'interest
were filed, indexed .and used in gynecological and
anatomical research. A great deal of subjective
evidence given in times of emotional::crisis and
colored by a sympathetic appreciation accumulated.
The reliability of the data is; of three -kinds: The
subjective narratives, told apontaneouslyat· the
peak of experience, are illusive• _The objective
facts are of the ordinary;statistical,worth. The
interpretation is sharply separated.from these.
classification~ and is subor.dinated to the presentation of facts.o
Lerno Rockwood' and Mary Ford made an interesting study of
the attitudes of three hundred and sixty-four university
juniors and seniors toward courtship, marriage, and parenthood.

5Kinsey, Pomeroy, and Martin,

.Q.E.• ~.,

P• 14.

6Robert Latou Dickinson and Lura Beam, A Thousand Marri-

ages, (Baltimore: The Williams:and Wilkins Company, 1932),
P• J.
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This study was made in connection with the course in marriage
offered in the family lif'e department of the New '.tork State
College of Home Economics at' Cornell University.

The atti-

tudes expressed by these young people were compared whenever
possible with similar studies at other periods and locali-

ties. 7
These and other studies furnish a source of scientific
information in preparin.e: vounR: people for marriage.

Many,

young peoole today express concern over the lack of permanence
in marriage.

They are alarmed by the high divorce rate.

Statisticians claim that if the present rate of increase continues in divorce the ratio in ten years' will be one divorce
for every marriage.a

This does not mean .that there is any-

thing inherently wrong with the institution of marriage. but

with the mental state of many who marry.
There are really four persons involved in every marriage.
There is for each person who takes out a marriage license an
invisible. unconscious partner.

It ie- not possible for an

individual to escape from·· himself.

The ref ore, one should

take an inventory of his own life before seeking a divorce.
He may need psychiatric or spiritual guidance.

It should be

borne in mind that one cannot change his inner disposition

7Lemo Rockwood and Mary Ford, Youth, Marriagef·aJ!d

Parenthood, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, J.nc.,945),

p. 1.

gEdmund Berglor, Divorce.Won't Hel:e, CN.ev,.r York: Harper

& Brothers, 1948), P• 1.

5
by

his apartment.

ch~nging

This is exactly what one tries

to do in seeking a divorce •. Clinical experience proves
that running from one woman to another is the typical behavior of neurotic wolves, and running from one man to
another the typical behavior of frigid women.9
It is the purpose of this study to determine the role
of the

hi~h

marriage.

school and church in preparing young people for

This role was determined (l) by finding the con-

tribution of those two agencies at the present time; and
(2) the contribution which a representative group of young
people desired them to make in the future.

In order to determine the contribution of the high school
and church in preparing young people for marriage, a questionnaire was sent to the students of Richmond Professional Institute.

This was directed to a total of five hundred and

two students.

It included students from eighteen different

states and three foreign countries.

Three hundred and fifty

students returned the questionnaires.
of 69.72 per cent.

This was a response

The Richmond Professional Institute of

William and Mary was established in 1917.

It is a technical

college of higher education, supported by the Commonwealth
of Virginia, and organized as follows: (l) The School of Art;
(2) The School of Business Administration; (3) The School of
Distributive Education; (4.) The School of Music; (5) The
School of Occupational Therapy; (6) The School of Clinical

9Edmund Bergler, .2.E• .£.!l., p$ 228.

6
and Applied Psychology; (7) The School of Social Work:
Graduate; (8) The School of Applied Social Science: Under-

graduate; (9) The School of Writing, Journalism and Publication; (10) The Department of Engineering: (11) The Evening College; (12) The School of Applied Science: (13) The
Summer Session.
The students at Richmond Professional Institute represent different cultural and financial levels of society.
They represent many different states.

The writer felt that

the group was representative of young people in the United
States.

Therefore, he directed the questionnaire to this

group of students.
Another source of information was extensive research
by the writer.

This included reading many books and periodi-

cals concerning the subject.

A careful study was made of the

various experiments in this field.

One interesting source of

study was that of interviews with persons directly concerned

with this ·work.

One marriage counsellor taught a course on

"Love, Courtship, and Marriai:;e" to the young poople at the
writer's church.

This course considered the problems in-

volved and the solution to those problems.

The young people

were definitely.interested and expressed a desire for more
training in this field.
Table I shows the age, sex, and marital status of the
three hundred and fifty respondents.

The :-igos extended from

seventeen to twenty-three with fourteen over twenty-three.
Three hundred and forty of the respondents were single, nine

7

TABLE I
AGE, SEX, AND MARITAL STATUS OF THE 350 RESPONDENTS

s

..

M

6ge

M

-.2tA

ia
l;9

22

7

20

19
20

21

22
23

F

M

D
F

M

Total

0
F

M

F

2

66

zo9

9

~o
l

l
2

l

l

20

Over
10 2
23
Totals 4S :292 4

2

5

1

2

99
72
11
20

14
320

married, and one listed as an annulment.

According to years

in college, the respondents included ninety-two freshmen,
ninety sophomores, sixty-nine juniors, ninety-five seniors,
and four graduate students.

T1-tn hundred and thirty-four

felt a need for counseling in the area of' love, courtship,
and marriage.

Sixty-eight received such counseling in

high' school 1 and, ninety-seven through the church.

cases; the extent of this counseling was very

In mo st

meagre~

The

high school counseling consisted of limited sessions with

the counselor.

In most cases, the church counseling con-

sisted of- a brief conference with the minister preceding
the marriage.

Ma"ny of the youth advanced the opinion that

the counseling should be more specific, and at the senior
high school level.

They felt that the samo emphasis should

be given to this as other subjects.10
The eagerness of young people to learn the roles of
husband and wife substantiates the opinion that young people
should receive specific training in this area at an early
age.

The teen-ager makes observations of married couples.

When these observations arc properly directed, he will gain
a wholesome perspective of marriage. 11 The principle of
learning from experienced people is as sound in the field of
marriage as it is in scouting, cai11ping, or the trades.

It

is particularly valuable when a young person has come from
10The above figures were obtained from the questionnaire, a copy of which is included in the appendix.
11~., P• 4.

9
an unhappy or a broken home where he has been unable to
serve a happy apprenticeship for marriage.
In high school and college the young people are able
to learn more about the wide variety of marriage a.nd family
patterns.

They have the opportunity of reading and dis-

cussing the results of research and clinical reports on
thousands of marriages from many walks of life.

This gives

them a good perspective of marriage.

Furthermore, it provides insight into their o~m aptitude for it. 12
Today more than ever young people need to love and be

loved.

This is necessary for their emotional security which

is a "must.rt in the establishment and maintenance of a good
marital relationship.

Love provides a feeling of trust,

respect, comfort, and assurancee

It creates an atmosphere

in which youth can thrive and grow.

They in turn will learn

how to express love, give it freely, and be capable of receiving it.

'l'he young minds of youth are eager to receive

instruction in this vital field of love, court.ship, and
marriaga.13

121.lli•' P• 6.

13Lena Levine, "The Truth About Married Love," Parents'
Institute. Inc., 21:111, August 1953.

CHAP'I'ER II
THE ROLE OF HIGH SCHOOLS IN PREPARING YOUl'H FOR MARRIAGE

The fundamental views of young people toward their
potential marriage partners were formed long before the age
of college youth.

The formative years in high school play

a vital part in shaping the ideas which young people carry
with them through life..

Here patterns are formed, and the

adjustments of adolescence are made for good or bad..

It is

at this stage that the sex impulse emerges as a new factor
in the personality pattern.

Research has sho\<m that the domi-

nant interest of young people in the high school years is centered around love, courtship, and marriage.

The high schools

have a significant role in properly directing this interest
of young people..

This interest must be so directed that it

will express itnelf in wholesome and sound attitudes.!

Some

high schools are making progress in this area and accomplishing a great deal..

However, many still operate by the old

"status quo" method and give the impression that, as far as

they are concerned, love, courtship, and marriage do not

loavid R. Mace, Marriage: The Art of Lasting Love,
(New York: Doubleday

& Company, Inc., 19521, P• lBO ..

11
exist.

It is appalling to think that the one subject with

which young people are most vitally concerned and which may
determine their future happiness is in many instances ig-

nored.2
The end goal of medicine is prevention.

This means in

the field of psychiatry the prevention of emotional disorders • .3
High schools are striving more and more to give students

a wholesome, positive approach to life.

They are providing

opportunities for the development of healthy personalities.
This is clearly seen in the courses dealing with marriage
and family life.
The respondents to the questionnaire in this study had
some very definite views about the role of the high school in
preparing young people for marriage, as shown in Table II.
Definite classes

~ ~

purEose.

Two hundred and thirty-

three felt that there should be definite or specific classes
for the purpose of preparing young people for marriage.

Some

difficulty has been experienced in building a comprehensive
file of courses of study and outlines in preparation for
marriage.

Some of the difficulty results from the present

small number of schools offering organized courses in this
field• and still more from the fact that many of the schools
which are providing this kind of education have nothing

2navid R. Mace,

.Q.E.•

.£.!!.,

p. 181.

)Leon J. Saul, Emotional Maturity, (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott Co., 1947), P• ).

12

TABLE II
AREAS IN \'IBICH HIGH SCHOOLS SHOULD HELP

Definite classes for this purpose

2.33

Personal interviews with the counselor

136

Regular classes

77

Special assembly programs

32

Other ways

11

13
written which is ready for distribution.

A fevr instances

can be named in which curricula have been worked out in
detail.

One is called "Family Relationships.n

This course

covers the social background and structure of the family in
society.

It also deals with the adjustment necessary be-

fore and after marriage.
includes a unit

of

A second course, "Social Behavior,"

Social Behavior in the Home.

The Board

·of Education at Toledo1 Ohio, has issued a course of study
called "Child Study in High School."

This course deals

specifically with parent-child relationships, and familycommunity responsibilities.4
The Cincinnati Public Schools have incoroorated
family life material including mental health and
development, sex education, mate selection, family
responsibilities of husband and wife, and divorce
in their course of study, "Physiology and Health,"
for grades 11 and 12. Kansas City, Missouri, Public Schools in their "Human Sciencett course of
study hav:e included material on health, reproduction.
personality development and understanding and controlling human behavior. It bears less directly
upon the problems of family adjustment than do the
others mentioned. This is prepared for grade 10.
The San Diego Schools have outlined their program
in detail, and it has been published as "Education
for Human Relations and Family Life on the Secondary. Level" by the American Social Hygiene Association. Likewise .the National Education Association
has prepared a pamphlet "The American Familyn which
would be helpful to teachers as a resource unit.'

4Evelyn Millis Duvall, "Education for l!.'larriage and
Family Life in the Schools," M~rriage and Family Living 3
10:31, Spring, 1948.

-

5Ibid., P• .32·

14

---- ---

Personal interviews with the ...........................
counselor. One hundred
and thirty-six desired personal intervi.ews with the counselor.
-......~

High school counselors are rendering great service in this
area.

The counselor will want to discuss all the aspects of

marriage and the specific problems which are discovered in.
the interview.

He should postpone his special interests

until the questions of the student have been answered.

The

student is then mentally prepared and emotionally ready to
consider the material of the counselor. 6
After the questions of the student have been answered,
the counselor should ask him what he has read on the subject
of marriage and the family.

Many will say that they have

read nothing while the reading of others will be very meagre.
It is the duty of the counselor to call the student's attention to the vast storehouse of literature concerning the subject..

Appropriate literature should be available for the

student.7

The suggested reading material will depend to a

great extent upon the intelligence of the student.

He will

be surprised to learn that so much good material is available
in this field.

The counselor can render invaluable service

by offering him this material, and acquaint him with the

scientific methods which are being developed.
Regular classes.

Seventy-six thought that the study

should be included in the regular classes"

This method is

6sidney I<;. Goldstein, Marriage and Fami1 Counseling,
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., 194 ), P• 35.

7Ibid., P• 47 •
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followed in some schools.

The Public Schools of Tulsa,

Oklahoma, have this kind of curriculum.

It operates from

the earliest grades to the close of high school.8
kind

or

This

program reaches all of the students in the high

school.

It is integrated into the various classes and ac-,

tivities..

In fact, it is taught at the various levels of

understanding in the life of the child.

This means that

certain lessons can be taught in the earliest grades.

- An understanding of the symptoms and problems

It is a must that teachers understand pupil attitudes
and behavior.

of children is of inestimable value in the work of preparing
young people for marriage.

The attitudes and behavior of

children should be regarded as a means of adjustment to life
situations.

The teacher should be quick to differentiate

between symptoms which are socially dangerous, and those
which are common in adolescence.

Many traits acquired in

childhood are instrumental in forming undesirable patterns
which later w~eck marriages.9
Special assemblx;

Ero~ram.~.

Thirty-two felt that special

assembly programs should be utilized in preparing young people
for marriage.

These programs should emphasize the positive

aspects of marriage.

They can be in the form of lectures*

dramatizations, slides, or pictures.

8

nuvall,

It should be shown

.!.9£.• ~·

9nollard and Miller, Personality and Psy:chothe..!:fil?Z,

(New York: McGraw-Hill BoolC Company, Inc., I95l), p~c 163.

16
clearly that a successful marriage is dependent upon.the two
parties involved,.

Cooperation is: a key word in .marriage.

It should permeate the thinking and actions of both husband
and wife. 10
There are many other areas which can

these assembly programs.

be

.covered in

Some or .these are: (1) the defini..;.;

tion and meaning of tru.e.: love; (2) ·the ability to know when

one is in love; . (J) how;. to keep love aiive; (4') learning to
respond to each other;- (5) finances; (6) the problem of both
husband and.wife working; (7} religion inthe life of the
family; (8) recreation; (9) the problem.of housing; (10} adjustments and the settling of differences; and (11) where
to go when help is needed. 11
These assembly programs can be· educational, instructive,
and interesting.

Each program, should have .. a definite purpose

in mind, and attempt to' meet the

need~Lof

the students.

There should be careful planning with the students to determine the needs of the group, and the areas to be covered by
the programs.

lOEvelyn Millis Duvall, Building Your Marriage,
(Public Affairs Pamphlet Number IlJ), p. 2.

11.!2.!st•t pp. 6-24.

CHAPTER III
THE SUBJECTS DESIRED BY THB RESPONDENTS
IN THE HIGH SCHOOL PttOGRAM
The respondents were given the oppor,tunity of listing
their oreference of sub.iects in the high .,school program.
The preference indicated the areas with which they were

most vitally concerned, as shown in Table

III~

Guidance 12 youth about dating, · courtshio, !!!2.
selection.

~

The largest number, two hundred and seventy,

selected this as number one subject.

They expressed concern

over dating, the recognition of true love, and the wise selection of a mate.
people

today~

by the group.

Dating often presents many problems for young
Many demands and pressures are placed upon them
They are

with the choice between
premarital sex relations and chastity. 1 This whole question
01·lien faced

is placed in its proper setting when sex is regarded as a
sacrament.

It then becomes another symbol of an inner unity
of love arid kinship. 2 It is only in married love that two
lAndrew o. Truxal and Francis E. Merrill, Jhe FamilX in
American Culture, (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1947}, P• 481.
2Roy A. Burkhart, A Guide for a Man and Woman Looking

Toward Marriag~, (New York: The Hearthslde Press, 1§43), p. 28.
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TABLE III
SUBJECTS DESIRED IN HIGH SCHOOL

PROGRAf~

Guidance to youth about dating, courtship,
and mate selection

270

Sex education

244

Inter-faith marriage

234

Adjustment in marriage

224

Finances

157

Completion of education after marriage

126

Divorce

126

Employment of both husband and wife

120

Other subjects

5

19
persons become one in body through sexual fellowship.

The

next step in this first subject is the definition and recognition of' true love.
Love is the positive emotion experienced by one
.
person (the person loving, or the lover) in an interpersonal relationship in which the second person
(the person loved or love-object) either {a} meets
certain important needs of the first, or (b) manifests or appears (to the first) to manifest personal
attributes (e.g., beauty, skills, or status) highly
prized by the first, or both.3
This is a :forr.tal definition of love..

It is difficult to

give an adequate definition because love is something intang1ble

41

Dr. Theodore F. Adams in Making Your ,Marriage Succeed

suggests that individuals test their love by using the questions of Dr. Roy Burkhart.
Is the most wonderful thought to be with the loved
person and the most unhappy thought to be separated
from that person? Are you personally attracted to
the loved one? Are you attracted to the physical
self?

To the mental self?

To the social self?

To

the spiritual self? Do you feel proud to be with the
loved person in the presence of all the people you
know? Do objects or things associated with this person have greater meaning because of him or her? As
you look over the history of your relationship have
you grown in fondness, in mutual interests, in contagion for each other, in freedom of expression with
each other, in mutual understanding? As you consider
the question of attraction, does the loved one call
forth a roal response? On the other hand, can you
truly enjoy being with the loved one without physical
sharing and physical expression of your love? Have
you applied the test of time? Ordinarily a couple
ought to have at least a year of fellowship and acquaintance and then some months of engagement before
marriage. What is the basis of the attraction? Is
it what the person can give you? Or the person's
.family connection? Or is it the person himself or

3Robert. F. Winch, The Modern Family, (New York: Henry
Holt and Company, 1952), P• 333.

20

herself? How does the loved one compare with
others in your own mind? la he or she supreme?
Ia this loved one as vital in your thoughts when
absent as ·when present? Is this the kind of person you would like to join with in bringing children into the world? Is the love you feel together great enough to.weather the crises and
conflicts and the misunderstandings that come as
you grow together? Are your highest ideals shared
by the loved one? Do you share together interests
that are worthy of your complete devotion?4
An answer of yes to these questions would indicate true love,
and provide a good basis for marriage.
~

education.

Two hundred and forty-four desired in-

struction in this field.

The present trend is not to have a

definite course called nsex Education," but integrate it with
other subjects.

There are certain groups of courses which

are logical centers for integrated instruction on the rela-

tions of the sexes.

Some of these are (1) Biology, extended

to include human h~~edity and reproduction; (2) Health educa,

,

tion; (J) Social studies'; (4) Family life courses; and (5)
English composition a~d ,literature.

Personal counseling is

also a very vital part of this program.

There are so many

students who need confidential c'ounseling.
'

Some of the

areas in which counseling is·needed are personal health,
..

· ;.,,

physical or mental, and personaf problems concerning love,
courtship, and marriage.5
4Theodore F. Adams, Making Your Ma_rria~e Succeed,
(New York: Harper &, Brothers Publishers, 1953}, PP• 54-55.
5Maurice A. Bigelow, "Education And Guidance Concerning Human Sex Relations," !\1arriage and Family Living,
8:12, Winter Number, 1946.
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Sex is an aspect of normal life.

Therefore, sex

education is a proper field of public education.

Indivi-

duals need instruction .and gu.idance in order to function as
enlightened people.

The basic purpose of sex education

should be the mental hygiene objective.

This is to facili-

tate ,the best possible integration between the physical,
emotional, and mental aspects of the personality.

A further

phase of this objective is to facilitate the best possible
integration of the individual to the groups of which he is
a part.6
:/,

Inter-faith

requested this subject.
relationships.

Two hundred and thirty-four

rnar~iage.

It poses a great problem in marriage

This subject should emphasize the difficul-

ties in such a marriage.

It should be shown that a success-

ful marriage is based on a vital religious faith in which
both husband and wife participate actively in the life and
work of the same church.

Religion provides the foundation

upon which the home is built.

It will be more significant

when both husband and wife are members of the same church.7
The Protestant, Jewish, and Catholic groups all agree that
inter-faith marriages are not desirable.

The various steps

involved in such a marriage should be taught very carefully
in this course.
Adjustment

.!!:!

marriag~.

6Maurice A. Bigelow,

.Q.E.•

Two hundred and twenty-four

~., P• 13.
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indicated this subject
riculum.

PiS

a·ehoice in the high school cur-

It can be made quite practical by having the

students participate in group activities and committee work.
This will necessitate cooperation and adjustment to the various views in the group..

Social ideals play a vital role in

a wholesome personality.

The individual identifies himself

with social purposes which transcend self.

Social objectives

which are greatly desired will lead to enthusiastic activity.
The individual must learn to be tolerant of the goals of
others even though they may be in conflict with his own.
This is excellent

trainin~

for adjustment later in marriage.

The course should consider the limitations in personality
development, and also the possibilities of changing the
personality.
Another consideration is that of practical areas in
which adjustment must be made in marriage.

Some of these

may be great problems. such as housing, finances, education,
both husband and wife working, and many others.

On the

other hand, some may be inconsequential, and these in many
instances give the most trouble.

The minor problems have

a way of becoming

magnified~

This can be avoided by "closing

the books" on all

dispute~ .At

the end of the day.

The hus-

band and wife must realize that they live in a world of
constant change.

They must become adjusted to the changing

world, and not be content with the status guo.

Neither the
physical nor the social remains always the same. 8 If they
8Ruth Kotinsky, Adult Education and the Social Scene,
(New York: D. Appleton Century Company, 1953), P• 34.

2.3
are willing to accept this fact and engage in ngive and
take," marriage for them can be a heaven on earth.
Lewis M. Terman directed a very interesting and
informative study on the Psychological Factors in Marital
HaEpiness.

This was a group-administered questionnaire

study of 2484 subjects representing nearly 1250 pairs of
spouses.

Most of the study dealt with questions of person-

ality ·and marital happiness, but there are also data on premarital intercourse and marital intercourse.9

This study is

very helpful in atudying adjustment in marriage, and the
psychological factors associated with marital happiness.
Finances.

"How much does it take to get married?"

This is one of the questions with which young people are

vitally concerned.

One hundred and fifty-seven of the res-

pondents showed concern about it.

They want to know the

kind of income and the amount of money it will take to launch
a successful marriage.
question.

There is no single answer to this

Obviously the young people want help in determin-

ing the minimum essentials for a successful marriage.

Such

a course should include a consideration of both fundamental

and superficial wants.

The first step is to determine those

things which are most important and those which are least

9Lewis M. Terman Psychological Factors in Marital
[appiness, (New York: McGraw-Hi11"Book Company, Inc., 1938},
p. 2.
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important of one's specific wants. 10

A pattern of living

may evolve from this discussion which will contribute to a
successful marriage.
There are several factors which enter into the satisfaction of human wants.

One is the satisfaction of those

wants by wise expenditures.

Intelligent buying plays a vital

role in the satisfaction of human wants.
selection of commodities and services.

This means a wise
Home production is

another means of satisfying human wants.

The returns from

this kind of production are gratifying in many ways.

The in-

come should be properly apportioned among purchase, home
production, and community experiences.
plan a practical budget.
families..

All families should

This will vary with the individual

However, each budget should provide (1) for emer-

gencies or changing business conditions, and {2) security

for the future.11
Completion

2.f.. education after

marria~e.

This problem

has become more pronounced because of returning service men.
Many of these young men married while in the service, and
often return to complete their education wi.th a family to
support.

One hundred and twenty-six of the students in this

study thought that some course should be taught in high school
dealing with this subject.

In addition to the veterans, some

lOHoward Becker and Reuben Hill, Family, Marriage,
and Parenthood, {Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1948),
pp. 393-394.

llibid., PP• 396-409.

-
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young people marry at an early age and are then forced to
complete their education.

This problem is accentuated in

the case of pregnancy and children..

There is always the

question of economic support, of being separated if attending different schools, the girl's ability to help her husband by working and, at the same time, being a wife.1 2
This course can stress the difficulties involved, and enumerate practical methods, such as part-time work, etc., in overcoming some of these obstacles.
Divorce.

Modern conditions necessitate increased wis-

dom in the selection of a mate, and at the same time for the
achievement of more complete love relationships.

This would

reduce promiscuous love, and the high divorce rate.
A study of tourist camps near Dallas, Texas
(Hooker, 1936) was made by noting license numbers
on parked cars and by interviewing managers and
employees. It was discovered that large proportions of Dallas people stayed at the camps which
were near their own homes. Only seven out of
one hundred and nine couples gave their correct
names and addresses, and many remained only for
a few hours.13
In addition to the above figures, the statistics on divorce
are alarming to all who are concerned with the future of the

home.

Each year in the United States 400,000 divorces and

annulments are granted.

Nine thousand come to Nevada alone

l2Robert Geib Foster, Marriage and Family Relationships, (New York: The Mac.Millan Company, 1947}, p. 82.
l3Joseph Kirk Folsom, The Family and Democratic
Society, (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1947), p. 547.
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every year to get a divorce.

There are about 7 1 000 divorced

spouses in the United Sta.tes at any one time.

At the pres-

ent rate, almost one out of every three marriages entered
into in this country during the past ten years will end in
divorce..

Every year 300,000 children are affected by the

divorce of their parents.14

The apprehension of young people

concerning this problem was reflected in the fact that one
hundred and twenty-six of those who responded to the questionnaire desired the high schools to consider this subject •. The

curricula can deal with divorce laws, the harmful effects of
divorce upon all parties involved, and the underlying causes

of divorce.
Employment~.

work?"

of

~

husband . and wife.

0

This poses a problem for many people..

Will the wife
The tradition-

al assumption was that the married woman remained at home.
This view has been greatly altered in recent years.

There

are four basic reasons why the wife should not work. (1) If
the husband's income is sufficient to provide for immediate

necessities and conveniences; (2) Bad health on the part of
the wife; (J} The decision to have children as soon as possible; and (4) the persistence of the traditional.attitude on
the part of the man and wife. 1 5 The neg:utivo aspects of the

14Harriet Pilpel & 'l'heodora Zavin, Your MarriaTe and
The Law, (!~ew York: ·Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1952 , p. 297 ..

15Robert A. Harper, Marriag_e, (New York: Appleton
Century Crofts, Inc., 1949), P• 105.
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wife's working should also be emphasized.

It is easy for

the couple to become accustomed to a large income, and find
it difficult to adjust when the wife ceases to work.

The

couple may also adjust to a kind of life in which both work
and there are no children.

One hundred and twenty of the

respondents desired this study in

hig.~

school.

This course

can consider the ?ositive and negative aspects of both working.

Young people would then be able to make a decision on

the basis of adequate in.formation.

CHAPTER IV
THE HOLE Oli' THE CHURCH AND MINISTER IN
PREPARil~G

YOUTH F'OR MARRIAGE

Religion at its best should promote family happiness.
It should be a cohesive force in family relationships.
church has great socializing values.

The

It affords opportuni-

ties for youth of similar backgrounds to meet socially.

It

also affords opportunities for married couples to enjoy
fellowship and mingle socially. 1 The respondents indicated
their reaction to the role of the church in Table IV on page
29.

They mentioned special study groups for youth as being ·

very desirable in the program.

These st.udy groups in the

churches often deal with such topics as the following: (l}
Producing marriageable personalities; (2) steps in love and
courtship; (J) how mates are selected; {h) the engagement;

(5) physical factors; (6) getting along in marriage; (7)
discords in marriage; and (S) financing the marriage. 2

lHelen Mougey Jordan, You and Your Marriag~, (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, Incm, 1942), P• lJ2.

2.!!1!£!..,

p. 169.
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TABLE,•IV
AREAS IN "WHICH CHURCH SHOULD HELP

Special. study groups for,. youth

211'

Youth programs

164

Work with parents

149

Sunday sermons

~3
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These study groups are somewhat informal, and young people
are given every opportunity to express themselves and ask
questions.

The leader will be guided to a great extent by

the interests of the group.

All questions are answered

candidly.
The youth programs are another medium for preparing

young people for marriage.

There are many good aeries or

units available in this field.

The youth director should

be familiar with the literature available for such

programs~

Some youth directors are so ingenious as to have the young
people write original plays concerning the theme, and dramatize them as a part of their programs.

Other aids which

some churches use are slides, motion pictures, and lectures
on the subject.
The church can render a great service to stabilizing
marriage by its work with parents.

This can consist of

study groups or workshops for parents.

It can include such

material as child rearing, behavior difficulties, personality

growth, and adequate adjustment.

Parents are able to see

their responsibilities and opportunities in such courses.

They learn to appreciate the significance of love in the life
of their children.

Scientific studies reveal to them that

children need love in order to develop security and ·wholesome
personalities.
parents.

This approach provides a new perspective for

It assists parents in rearing their children, meet-

ing difficulties, and making personal adjustments.

It is

one method of developing stable marriages for tomorrow's
world.
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Some churches have ministers who are specialists in
preparing young people for

marriage~

These ministers have

studied extensively in the field of marriage relationships.
They have attended seminars and devoted careful study to
the techniques of marriage counseling.

Many of these min-

isters render a great service to their people and the public by preaching a series of sermons on "Love, Courtship,
and Marriage."

Dr. Theodore F., Adams, Pastor of First Bap-

tist Church, Richmond, Virginia, has been very successful
in this respect.
What did the young people in the present study feel

that the church should do in preparing young people for marriage?

The answers to a question to this effect are summar-

ized in Table IV on the preceding page.

A large number of

those reporting, two hundred and eleven, considered that the
church should have special study groups for youth.
dred and sixty-four desired youth programs.

One hun-

One hundred and

forty-nine indicated that the church should work with parents,
while only forty-three desired Sunday sermons on the subject.
The minister is a key man in a program of marriage education in the church.
eff ioient counseling.

A very integral part of that program is
The special aim of pastoral counseling

is an attempt by the pastor to assist people in helping them-

selves through the process of gaining understanding of their
inner conflicts.
re-education.

It is sometimes referred to as emotionel

In addition to helping people with an
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immediate problem, it teaches them how to solve future problems.
There are certain basic aims of pastoral counseling
which should be followed in each counseling situation. (l)
.The counselee senses that something is wrong, and at least
partially that the difficulty may be within himself. (2)
Counseling progresses by understanding, and not by agreement or disagreement. 3

(3) The counselor attempts to assist

the counselee in helping himself rather than doing something
for him. (4) The counselor clarifies ethical issues, but does
not engage in coercion.

(5)

The counselor has real respect

for the counselee, and is candid in his

approach~

(6)

The

counseling situations are viewed as difficulties to be overcome and opportunities for growth and development.
Young people are very desirous to receive adequate
preparation for marriage.

Therefore, they will welcome

counseling .from competent ministers.
warding fiela for ministers..

This is a rich and re-

'l'hey should avail themselves

of all opportunities to counsel young people in the proper
preparation for marriage.

One area in which youth desire en-

lightenment is the underst?-nding of mature.love.

Obviously,

with. so many kinds of love to which one may be exposed. it
is necessary

~o

have a good understanding of mature love.

)Seward Hiltner, Pastoral Counselin~, {New York:
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1949), PP• ·20-25.
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Mature love is the only basis for a sound marriage.

There

are certain criteria one may use in recognizing mature love.
{l) If you think of the other in terms of how
you can make him or her more happy, more fulfilled
in your relationship, and less in terms of what you
expect him (or her} to do to make you happy--then
you have mature love.

(2) If, in your planning, you think in terms of
what "we" would like, whnt "we" will do, and how
"we" will feel, rather than always in terms of "I"
and what "I'' want--then your love is sound.
(3}

If you would rather be with, work with,
and grow with each other than ·with any other person
either of you now know; if life together means for
you both a chance to share a common life with all
of its ups and downs--then your love is mature
enough to marry on.
(4) If you love each other enough to work out
the disagreements and problems as they arise, caring more about your relationship than your own
personal pride and prejudice--then your love will
probably last.

(5) If you can see each other not only as .
pleasant companions, but as co-partners in the
routine and tasks of life; if "she" will be the
kind of mother you covet for your children; and
"he" the man you'd like as your children's father-then your marriage has its base in the right kind
of love.4
This information when properly presented by the minister
will serve as an excellent yardstick for young people in
determining mature love.

Many unhappy marriages will be

averted by such counseling.

The home which is the "bulwark"

of America will become more stabilized~

4Sylvanus and Evelyn Duvall, Marriafe Is What You Make
942), p. 16.

~' (New York: Abinedon-Cokesbury Press,
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The minister has a responsibility in counseling young
people about the selection of a church home and religion in
They should understand the importance of both

the home.

working actively in the same church.

It is in this kind of

environment that the marriage begins on a firm foundation.
The two persons are united in the strongest of all ties,
ttrelig16n."

"There is absolutely no place like a Christian

home for developing manhood and womanhood to the very finest
and beat, and to assure to a man and woman and their children
the highest joys and the deepest satisfactions that life can
brin~.n5

home.

Therefore, religion is ·of vital importance in the

It withstands the storms and vicissitudes of life.

There is sacredness in the love of a Christian home.

It

permeates the thinking of the parents, children, and all individuals in it.
in the home.

Religion should be something quite natural

It should be inculcated into the daily schedule.

This can include prayers, a blessing at the tabla. and some
£orm of devotion or Bible reading.

The responsibility of

training ·the children in an intimate relationship with God
rests upon the parents.

Any minister who fails to present

these facts of marriage is recreant in his duty.
It is quite necessary that each couple has a comprehensive understanding of the marriage ritual.

Many ministers

give the couple a marriage certificate which contains the
actual ceremony.

One session of counseling can be devoted to

;Theodore F. Adams, .E.E• ~·• P• 58.
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a study of the ritual.

This will give the couple an oppor-

tunity to ask questions and gain an understanding of the
ritual.

In this phase of counseling, the minister has the

opportunity of explaining the ritual, and particularly the
permanency of marriage as mentioned in it.
The minister in his counseling can help the couple
gain.the right attitude toward children, and plan wisely for
them.

The majority of couples want children.

It is quite

essential that when pregnancy is decided upon, the child
should be wanted by both father and mother.

There should be

consideration given to the health of the parents, the conditions under which the couple or wife will live if the husband
is away, and the necessary financial support.
bility for the child rests upon the parents.

The responsiThe mother

should not have other employment, but be free to care for
her child.

All of these matters should be taken into account

before marriage, and before pregnancy occurs.

The support,

proper care, and mother contact are important.

Pregnancy

may be classified a family affair.

The husband is also affected,

and should very early begin to assume a father's role.6

Ad-

justment will be necessary during pregnancy •. This may include environmental factors, and problems in.actual home management.

It may be necessary to alter living arrangements.

There will be changes in adult routines to meet the demands

6saward Hiltner, .2.E.• ~., PP• 1S7-l88.
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of the baby.

Sometimes additional household help is neces-

sary for a period of months.

Plans must be made for a doc-

tor, hospital care, and the added cost in caring for a baby.
The parents should understand child care, and see that he
receives the proper love and

attention~

Furthermore, ade-

quate plans should be made for his education and development.
One factor essential to the understanding of any couple
is tha sharing of interests.
ance.

Here is a tie of great import-

The couple should cultivate interests and share them

together.

These interests may be varied in many respects.

The minister may suggest hobbies which tho couple can share
together.
tion.

Another source is found in the field of recrea-

Some husbands and wives enjoy fishing, tennis, golf,

swimming, and many other activities..
intellectual interests together.

I'~any

share books and

When the family is blessed

by the advent of children, these can share in the interests.
It may become a family affair.

Regardless of his schedule,

a man should give one night a week to his family.

'£his

will provide rich experiences for all in the family unit,

and furnish an environment in which love continues to grow,.
This sharing of interests will be reflected in the mutual
solving of problems by husband and 'Hife.

It is an important

phase of counseling.
The sexual element, though often over-emphasized, has
a God-given place in marriage.

It is something which makes

married love different from all other human relations.

It
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is a sacrament because it is an outer symbol of an inner
unity of love and kinship.

The minister can suggest to

young people the importance of making the right beginning
in the matter of sex.
One of the tragedies of life is that so many
young people enter into pre-marital intercourse
with the excuse that they want to know if they
are fitted to each other. Frigidity, in my observation, is caused by pre-marital intercourse
more than any other thing. The reason is that
the relationship is carried on first or all with
a hesitation on the part of the girl and maybe on
the part of the boy. Both may be afraid of pregnancy, especially the girl. The relationship takes
place under a situation that is not favorable to
mutual trust and complete happiness, or for. one
reason or another the girl does not get fulfillment. Or if there is maladjustment because they
enter into the relationship contrary to custom
they find it difficult to enlist the counsel of
a trusted friend, so they blunder on with their
problem unsolved. The girl is aroused without
release and she begins to associate with the experience feelings that make it more costly .than
it is satisfying. 7
The young couple planning marriage should have a
physical examination.

~ood

Another important steD is the right

attitude toward the relationship.

The minister oan suggest

good books and literature dealing with the subject.

He may

also administer personality evaluation tests or pre-marital
tests.

Some very popular tests in this field are Bernreuter

PersonalitI Inventor1,

~uress-Cottz:ell

Mnrriage Prediction_

Scale, Johnson Tmmperarnent Analysis, Moss-Hunt ...Qnn-rake Social

7Roy A. Burkhart, .Q.E• ~., p. JO.

Intelligence

Tes~,

and Sex

Knowledg~

Inventori.

All young people are faced with vocational plans and
problems.

In his counseling, the minister can render the

greatest service by (1) helping the young people discover
their interests and aptitudes for different positions; (2)
to discover the profession in which the interest and aptitudes are most dominant; and (J} the opportunities in this
profession.

A great deal of appropriate literature on the

subject, and tests can be utilized.

The minister may want

to refer the young people to the proper agency for a detailed

study of the problems involved and other technical matter

about the profession.
The consideration of an adequate budget is a very defi-

nite part of the minister's counseling.

The young people may

prepare a sample budget under the guidance of the minister.
The engaged couple may desire to consider the general aspects

of the budget.

In either case, some very definite procedures

should be out.lined.
for flexibility.

The budget should be simple and provide

It should include necessities, anticipated

luxuries, recreation, emergencies, and plans for the future.
The minister can render invaluable service by causing the

young people to think coherently and plan wisely for an ade ...
quate budget.

Housing is of vital concern to all couples.

Wise coun-

seling on the part of the minister may avoid many discords
later in life.

All authorities agree that it is not advisable
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for the young couple to live with in-laws.

They need to be

alone so that adjustments can be worked out without interference from others.

If one is forced to live with in-laws,

some very definite policy :shou+d be decided upon before the
marriage.
sidered.

The locality and type -0f housing should be conIn case of :hildren, adequate space, kind of

neighborhood, and other ractors should be considered•
counseling

The

should be very definite and inclusive in this

respect.
How did the young people in the present study react
to the role of the minister in counseling?

A summary of

their answers is found in Table V on the following page.
The order of their preference as to counseling is as follows:

understanding of mature love, two hundred and sixty-

five; selection of a church home and religion in the home,
two hundred and thirty-three; understanding of marriage
ritual, two hundred and thirty; attitude toward and plans
for children, two hundred and six; sharing of interests,
one hundred and seventy-nine; sex education, one hundred
and fifty-six; vocational plans and problems, eighty-one;
an adequate budget, sixty-one; and housing plans, thirtyeight.
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TABLE V
AREAS IN WHICH MlNIS'fEH.' S COUNSl!;LlUG IS

DESIRED WITH gNGAGED COUPLES

Understanding of mature love

265

Selection of a church home and religion
in the home

233

Understanding of marriage ritual

230

Attitude toward and plans for children

206

Sharing of interests

179

Sex education

156

Vocational plans and problems

Sl

An adequate budget

61

Housing plans

3g

Others

3

CHAPTER V
sur~~ARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent from the study of the students of
Richmond Professional Institute that their preparation

for marriage has been quite limited.

Sixty-eight of the

three hundred and fifty respondents indicated that they had
received some counseling in high school, and ninety-seven in
church.

The writer checked carefully with the students and

discovered that their counseling was very limited.

In the

majority of cases, the high school counseling consisted of

a few sessions with the counselor.

In many instances, the

churches offered a brief conference with the minister preceding the marriage..

Since the majority of the respondents

did not receive counseling, there would appear to be a need

for it in high school.
The group as a whole showed marked interest in preparation for marriage.

Many of the questionnaires contained notes

from the students dealing with the subject.

The majority

felt that the logical place for marriage preparation was in
the high school.

They emphasized the fact that the subject
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should occupy a prominent place in the curriculum, and be
required of all students.

Soma stated that it should re-

ceive the same emphasis as other subjects in the curriculum.
The respondents felt that the rapid increase in divorce
demanded constructive and preventive measures.

It was felt

that a concerted effort by the schools would contribute toward
a stabilization of the home.

It is generally accepted that

young people of high school age are vitally concerned with
love, courtship, and marriage.

This was clearly seen in the

answers of the respondents, and indicated the need for study
at the high school level.

The study revealed definite views by the respondents
concerning the role of the high school in preparing young
people for marriage.

It was felt that the schools should

offer study through both definite and regular classes.

The

place of the counselor and the use of special assembly programs
was emphasized as an area of service by the schools.
Guidance to youth about dating, courtship, and mate
selection headed the list of subjects desired in the curriculum.

The other subjects in order of importance are as fol-

lows: sex education, inter-faith marriage, adjustment in
marriage, finances, completion of education after marriage,
divorce, and employment of both husband and wife.

The majori-

ty of the students felt that these subjects were a must in
every high school curriculum.
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The study showed a definite desire on the part of the
respondents to receive guidance for marriage through the
church.

They rated special study groups for youth as the

number one area in which the church should help.

Youth

programs, work with parents, and Sunday sermons followed
their number one choice.
The respondents indicated the counseling of the minister as another important area in which the church can help

young people.

It was felt that good counseling by the min-

ister would solve many of the problems of marriage.

The

majority expressed a desire for this service by the minister.
The areas in which the minister should counsel were listed in
their order of importance as follows: understanding of mature
love, selection of a church home and religion in the home,
understanding of the marriage ritual, attitude toward and
plans for children, sharing of interests, sex education, vocation~l

plans and problems, an adequate budget, and housing

plans.
It is evident from this study that the schools and
churches have been recreant in preparing young people for
marriage.
pect.

The present age demands improvement in this res-

The schools should enlarge their curriculum to include

courses which will adequately prepare young people for marriage.

A great deal of this material can be integrMted with

the regular courses.

This is especially true of sex education.
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Some of the material can be set up as a definite class or
classes in the curriculum.
Thie program requires careful planning, and qualified
teachers to execute it.

These teachers should be of the

highest calibre, and well trained in every respect..

Some

studies suggest that teachers and counselors in this area
should be required to have a Master's Degree.
be persons of emotional maturity.

They should

This program should be

taught by the best teachers, and required of all students.
The role of the church in preparing young people for
marriage is rather clearly defined in this study.

This is

a definite obligation of the church, and one which is being
met by only a few of the large churches.

This weakness on

the part of the church may be due to a lack of trained ministers in the field of marriage relationships.

The seminar-

ies today are training the young ministers to assume their
rightful place in this field.

This should mean in the f'uture

a better program,by the churches.

A qualified minister can

contribute greatly to the stability of the home by properly
counseling young couples before marriage.
On the basis of this study, it appears that the school
and church can make a great contribution in preparing young
people for marriage.

This requires cooperation and coordina-

tion between the school and

chu~ch

and finding a solution to it.

in attacking the problem
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Some of the material can be set up as a definite class or
classes in the curriculum.
This program requires careful planning, and qualified
teacners to execute it.

These teachers should be of the

highest calibre, and well trained in every respect.

Some

studies suggest that teachers and counselors in this area
should be required to have a Master's Degree.
be persons of emotional maturity.

They should

This program should be

taught by the best teachers, and required of all students.
The role of the church in preparing young people for
marriage is rather clearly defined in this study.

This is

a definite obligation of the church, and one which is being
met by only a few of the large churches.

This weakness on

the part of the church may be due to a lack of trained ministers in the field of marriage relationships.

The seminar-

ies today are training the young ministers to assume their
rightful place in this field..

This should mean in the future

a better program.by the churches.

A qualified minister can

contribute greatly to the stability of the home by properly
counseling young couples before marriage.
On the basis of this study, it appears that the school
and church can make a great contribution in preparing young
people for marriage.

This requires cooperation and coordina-

tion between the school and chtm"ch in attacking the problem
and finding a solution to it.
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO STUDENTS OF RICHMOND PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTE
In filling out this questionnaire you will be helping
to determine the needs of youth. The results of' this questionnaire will be published in a thesis, but since names will not
be used in the thesis, there is no need to sign your name.
Thank you for your participation in this study.

The Rev. Joaeph F. White
I PµELIMINARY QUESTIONS

A.

Personal Data:
What is your age? • • • • • • • Years.
What is your sex? ( ) Male: ( ) Female
What is your marital status? ( ) Single: ( ) Married:
( ) Divorced: ( ) Other
What education have you had1 (Circle your present
year in college) 1 2 3 4
Do you feel a need for counseling in such areas as
love, courtship, and marriage? ( ) Yes: ( } No
Did you receive such counseling:
In high school? ( ) Yes: ( ) No
In church? ( ) Yes: ( ) No

II THE HIGH SCHOOL AND PRE-MARRIAGE COUNSELING
B.

o.

Do you believe that high schools should provide help
with regard to pre-marriage problems?
( ) In pBrsonal interviews with the counselor?
In definite classes for this purpose?
In regular classes?
In special assembly programs?
In some other way7 Explain.

(l

I

Which of the following subjects do you feel should be
included in such a program?
( ) Guidance to youth about dating, courtship, and mate
selection.
( ) Inter-faith marriage {Marriage between a Protestant
and a Jew or a Roman Catholic.)
( ) Adjustment in marriage.
( ) Employment of both husband and wife.
) Finances.
Completion of education after marriage.
J Sex education.
( )) Divorce.

I
(

Other subjects: IJist below.

so
III

THE CHURCH 8ND PRE-MARRIAGE COUNSELIN.Q

D.

Do you believe that the church should provide help Nith
re©Eird to pre-marriage problems?
( ) In youth programs?
( ) In special study groups for youth?
( ) In Sunday Sermons?
( ) In work with pnronts?

E.

Which of the following should a minister include in
his counseling with engaged couples?
Understanding of the marriage ritual.
Understanding of mature love.
Housing plans.
Sharing of interests~
( ) Attitudes toward and plans for children.
( ) Selection of a church home and religion in the home.
( ) An adequate budget.·
(( ) Vocational plans and problems.
) Sex education.·
OTHERS: LIST BEL-OW.

ll
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